Many concerns are concentrated on the hydrogen based energy system from the viewpoint of environmental issues. Most hydrogen in the present and the near future will be produced by steam reforming of hydrocarbons including biomass and the like. As the reforming reaction favors high temperatures, the thermal energy consumed is not small. Therefore, more efficient process, that is, low-temperature process, has been desired. It is necessary to release the reaction from the increasing chemical equilibrium limitation with lowering temperature. For such a purpose, membrane reactors with hydrogen permeable membrane are very promising way because making it possible to shift the equilibrium by continuous removal of hydrogen from the reacting mixtures.
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4.1.3
Opposite pressure dependence of conversion in porous and palladium membrane reactors 500 .
Conversion attainable in membrane reactors when the membrane permselectivity is varied from the
Knudsen to the infinite selectivity 1.36bar, 500 .
General relation between the conversion and the ratio of reaction rate/separation rate in the porous membrane reactor when the reaction rate is varied. Outline of the membrane-reformer performance reported. 
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